
Geofencing in Survey Solutions

Consider the following task: given the boundary lines describing some shape, determine

whether a point is within that shape. This is a common task encountered by the interviewers,

that are assigned a certain enumeration area, such as a city block shown here overlaid on

top of a Google map:

If the shape was a perfect circle with a center at O and of a known radius r, we could

have used a Survey Solutions function GpsDistance(O,Q) and compare it with a radius r.

For smaller values the point Q is within the circle, for larger values it is outside the circle.

This outcome we could then signal to the interviewers.

If the shape was a rectangle with the sides parallel to the axes, we could have used

a Survey Solutions function Q.InRectangle(N,W,S,E) which checks if a point is within a

rectangle defined by its Northern, Western, Southern, and Eastern boundaries.

Unfortunately the rectangles are not always perfectly facing North, South, East, and

West. They are much more likely to be turned, and still more likely to be non-rectangular,

irregular shape.

Without lack of generality we can consider the area to be a polygon, like the polygon

ABCD depicted here:
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For an arbitrary point (x, y) we need to be able to tell whether the point is ‘good’ (is

within the boundary of the polygon), like the points G1, G2, ..., G5 or ‘bad’ (is outside the

boundary of the polygon), like the points B1, B2, ..., B4.
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We can adopt the following rule: if a point is below the line AB, it is surely not in the

polygon and we can stop, otherwise we should continue; if the point is above the line BC

the point is surely outside the polygon and we can stop, otherwise we should continue; ...

Once we check all the boundaries, if the point is not eliminated, it falls within the polygon.

If we are only given the coordinates of the boundary points, we have to recover the

underlying equations for the boundary lines.

Recall from the course of elementary geometry that a line on the surface is described

by an equation y = kx + b. Hence a line passing through two points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2)

is such that: y1 = kx1 + b and y2 = kx2 + b. Solving this system of linear equations for k

and b we get: k = y2−y1

x2−x1
; b = y1 − k ∗ x1. (We notice immediately a special case with this

solution when x1 = x2).

Calculating the coefficients k and b for each pair of points AB, BC, CD, and DA we get

the following system of equations describing the points within a polygon:
y > k1 ∗ x + b1

y < k2 ∗ x + b2

y < k3 ∗ x + b3

x > x1

(where the last equation reflects the fact that DA is perfectly vertical). Thus:
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y > 0.142857 ∗ x + 0.857143

y < −1.333333 ∗ x + 12.666666

y < 0.500000 ∗ x + 3.500000

x > 1

We can now write a condition that describes the points inside the enumeration area with

boundary points ABCD. These are all the points, that make the following logical expression

evaluate to true:

(y>0.142857*x+0.857143) && (y<-1.333333*x+12.666666) && (y<0.5*x+3.5) && (x>1)

In practice of course the x and y are the longitude and latitude of a GPS measure-

ment of the current location of the interviewer, obtained from a GPS question G via

G.Value.Longitude and G.Value.Latitude. Be mindful thought, that the GPS measure-

ment is not perfect and the GPS sensors built into tablets typically make a detection error

on the magnitude of 15 meters.

Below is a Stata program that illustrates the above concepts and calculates the coeffi-

cients of these boundaries.

clear all

input x y str1 p xb yb str2 pb xg yg str2 pg

1 1 "A" 5 1 "B1" 4 3 "G1"

8 2 "B" 7 4 "B2" 6 4 "G2"

5 6 "C" 2 5 "B3" 4 5 "G3"

1 4 "D" 0.5 2.5 "B4" 2 3 "G4"

1 1 "A" . . "" 5 2 "G5"

end

twoway line y x, ///

ylabel(0(1)9, grid glcolor(cyan)) xlabel(0(1)9, grid glcolor(cyan)) ///

|| scatter y x, msize(small) color(navy) mlabel(p) ///

plotregion(color(ltblue)) graphregion(color(white)) ///

xsize(5) ysize(4.75) aspectratio(1.00) legend(off) name(G1)

graph export "c:\radyakin\g1.png", as(png) width(1200) replace

twoway line y x, ///

ylabel(0(1)9, grid glcolor(cyan)) xlabel(0(1)9, grid glcolor(cyan)) ///

|| scatter y x, msize(small) color(navy) mlabel(p) ///

|| scatter yg xg, msize(small) color(green) mlabel(pg) mlabcolor(green) ///
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|| scatter yb xb, msymbol(X) color(maroon) mlabel(pb) mlabcolor(maroon) ///

plotregion(color(ltblue)) graphregion(color(white)) ///

xsize(5) ysize(4.75) aspectratio(1.00) legend(off) name(G2)

graph export "c:\radyakin\g2.png", as(png) width(1200) replace

display "Example of a point inside the polygon:"

display "(all results are true=1)"

local x0=6

local y0=3

display ‘x0’>1.000000

display ‘y0’>0.142857*‘x0’+0.857143

display ‘y0’<-1.333333*‘x0’+12.666666

display ‘y0’<0.500000*‘x0’+3.500000

display "Example of a point outside the polygon:"

display "(at least some results are false=0)"

local x0=7

local y0=4

display ‘x0’> 1.000000

display ‘y0’> 0.142857*‘x0’+ 0.857143

display ‘y0’<-1.333333*‘x0’+12.666666

display ‘y0’< 0.500000*‘x0’+ 3.500000

display "Calculate the slope and offset of a line passing through"

display "two points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2)."

local x1=5

local y1=6

local x2=1

local y2=4

local k=(‘y2’-‘y1’)/(‘x2’-‘x1’)

local b=‘y1’-‘k’*‘x1’

display "k=‘k’; b=‘b’"

// end of file

One can clearly generalize this algorithm to a polygon of higher number of vertices. It

doesn’t have to be any regular polygon (such as a square). Yet if it is not convex polygon,
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subdivide it into two or more convex subpolygons. A point belongs to a polygon if it

belongs to one of its subpolygons. In extreme case any polygon can be triangulated - can be

represented as a set of (potentially many) triangles (each of which is convex by definition).

If the EA is triangulated, the point belongs to it if it belongs to one of the triangles that

form that EA.

Verifying whether a point belongs to a triangle is a more standard task with numerous

solutions at StackOverflow, at YouTube, or at the specialized mathematics sites.
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https://stackoverflow.com/questions/2049582/how-to-determine-if-a-point-is-in-a-2d-triangle 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYAgJN3x4GA
https://mathworld.wolfram.com/TriangleInterior.html

